
Three Sisters - Nettle Meadows, NY
Three Sisters is made from a combination of sheep, goat and cow milk with a complex flavor, firm texture and bloomy 
rind

Tarentaise - Spring Brook Farm, Vermont
Tarentaise incorporates alpine traditions of European cheese making while exhibiting a distinct flavor unique to the 
Vermont pastures in which the cows graze. Once the milk flows from the milk house to the make room, it takes over 
10 months of care and aging by the cheese makers at the Farm before it reaches a peak flavor profile.

Red Hawk - Cowgirl Creamery, San Francisco, CA.

The wild bacteria that define this bold, sumptuous triple cream are native to Point Reyes; in fact, we could not make 
this cheese anywhere else. Aged four weeks and washed with a brine solution that tints the rind a sunset red-orange, 
Red Hawk has pungent aromas complement rich and smooth flavor that captures the true essence of West Marin. 

Bayley Hazen Blue - Jasper Hill Farm , Vermont
Like most blues, Penicilium roqueforti is used, but the usual peppery spice character associated with blue cheese 
takes a backseat to sweet, nutty, and grassy flavors in the milk. The breakdown of fats and proteins during ripening 
often show a distinct licorice flavor in the creamy and friable paste.

Taleggio - cow, Italy. A classic. Sweet and salty, with just a bit of a bite at the end and a nice tangy finish.. The rind 

is edible if you want, but we recommend eating it separately from the center so as not to overwhelm.

Challerhocker - cow, Switzerland.   If Gruyere and swiss cheese had a baby, this would be it. It's grassy, specifically 

with honeysuckle and green grass flavors, with a funky almond bite at the end.

Saint-Servais - cow, French, organic. Sharp upfront, like a kick in the teeth, and a lingering horse barn funk that 

makes your tongue burn. It takes a few bites to get over the shock, so give it at least three tastes to love it.

Boerenkaas - Boerenkaas just means "farmer's cheese" in Dutch, and so it can vary wildly--usually in the best way 

possible. It's a raw milk, aged gouda style that the Dutch usually keep for themselves (as opposed to the sweet or 
rubbery ones they make for the U.S.) This particular wheel is very parmesan-like, with a fine texture and sweet, acidic 

Quike’s Smoked Cheddar - Devon, England
A well-flavored mature cheddar 12-15 months in age is specially selected to be naturally smoked for 3-4 hours over 
oak chips from the farm’s woodland. The truckles are cut into 1.5 Kg pieces prior to smoking as this ensures the 
flavor will infuse throughout the cheese.

Le Wavreumont Goat -Werbomont. Belgium 

A washed rind cheese made in the classic monastic style, meaning that the rind is a muted apricot color 
occasionally dusted with white mold.  The paste of the cheese is pale ivory to butter yellow in color 
depending on season, and dotted with small eyes. The texture is semi soft, yet it cleaves when bent. The 
mouth-feel is buttery, creamy, smooth, and rich.

Quike’s Smoked Cheddar - Devon, England
A well-flavored mature cheddar 12-15 months in age is specially selected to be naturally smoked for 3-4 hours over 
oak chips from the farm’s woodland. The truckles are cut into 1.5 Kg pieces prior to smoking as this ensures the 
flavor will infuse throughout the cheese.


